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ABSTRACT
We propose a system called “LifeTag” that continuously and
precisely records one’s location history. Unlike a GPS-based
logging system, our system works both indoors and outdoors.
This feature is essential for location life logging because most
daily activities are in indoor environments. Resulting loca-
tion log can be used to analyze users’ activity patterns and
several life logging applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H5.2 [Information
interfaces and presentation]: User Interfaces. - Input devices
and strategies.

Additional Keywords and Phrases: life log, location sens-
ing, WiFi positioning

LOCATION LIFE LOGGING
“Life-Log” is a technology that records personal activities by
using various sensing devices [3, 1]. Such archived informa-
tion will be used for supporting human memory, organizing
information, and helping communications.

Among various data types for life logging, one of the sim-
plest but the most usable information is “location”. If a
person could have a perfect record of time-stamped location
logs, it would become possible to assign location to any time-
stamped data, such as pictures or voice notes. Location log
can also represent personal preferences (e.g., frequently vis-
ited places), and life and activity patterns (e.g., commuting
from home to office, working and holidays). By accumulat-
ing multiple location logs of people, it would also become
possible to detect communication pattern.

Usually, GPS (global positioning system) is used for loca-
tion sensing. However, GPS is not adequate (or at least not
enough) for location life logging, because (1) People’s life
space is mostly indoors and GPS does not work (or works
very poorly) in indoor environments, (2) GPS location sens-
ing requires time to first acquiring satellites. The logging
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Figure 1: LifeTag: WiFi-based location logging device

device must be always “on” for timely location recording.
The penalty of this feature is greater power consumption and
hence shorter logging time, and (3) GPS does not estimates
building floor or room level location, which is important for
location life logging.

LIFETAG
Instead of using GPS, we developed a location logging de-
vice based on WiFi location technology called “LifeTag”. It
uses WiFi access point signal information to detect device’s
location [2, 4, 5]. During operation, the LifeTag devices pe-
riodically records nearby access points’ signal strength with
access point IDs. Later, this recorded information is con-
verted into actual location by refereeing to the WiFi access
point location database. This feature greatly simplifies the
logging device’s hardware configuration. As a result, it be-
comes possible to develop a keychain size logging device.
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Figure 2: Using LifeTag on a daily basis: (a) continu-
ously logging locations in indoor and outdoor environ-
ments. (b) manually bookmarking a place of interest.

Figure 3: WiFi access point locations estimation
(Tokyo metropolitan area). It contains information on
over half a million access points.

Figure 1 shows the LifeTag logging device. It consists of a
WiFi module, flash memory, USB interface to the host com-
puter, a real-time clock, a battery and an 8bit microprocessor.
USB is also used for charging the device.

During the logging phase, the LifeTag device is normally
in a sleep mode. The software module periodically (typi-
cally in every 3 minutes) wakes up the device and records
nearby WiFi signal information. Battery power consumption
is greatly reduced because of this intermittent feature. As
a result, the device runs for one week without recharging.
Recorded information is converted into actual location log
by connecting to the host computer. The device also has a
button to explicitly “bookmark” the place (Figure 2).

For WiFi-based positioning technology, we use “PlaceEngine”1

which is also developed by the authors’ group. PlaceEngine
maintains a WiFi access point location database based on
our own estimation algorithm [5]. The current PlaceEngine
database contains more than half million access point infor-
mation that covers major cities in Japan (Figure 3). It also
supports floor and room estimation based on WiFi Signal fin-
gerprint similarity.

Using this device, it becomes possible to record precise loca-
tion log both indoors and outdoors. Figure 4 shows sample
visualizations of user’s more than 3 month location logs. We
can analyze user’s life pattern, user’s preferences, and can
partially predict user’s behavior based on this collected in-

1http://www.placeengine.com
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Figure 4: Visualisation examples of logged data: (a)
location log trace of one day, (b) a heatmap of loca-
tion probability density, (c) cognitive maps based on
location histogram

formation. Comparing two or more user’s log is also shows
peoples activity similarities and differences. By estimating
user’s normal life pattern, it is also possible to detect user’s
special (i.e., different from normal) days. These analyses re-
sults will be used to support and enhance user’s memory.
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